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Introduction
Consider a control system with feedbacks where f : Rn x Rm + Rn and U : Rn = IRm is a set valued map. Let S be the set of all solutions to (0.1) and assume z E S solves the following problem :
minimize (g(x(O),x(l))
: x E S] g being a function on R~~ taking values in R U 1-1 .
If there is no feedback, i.e. if U does not depend on x , and the datas are smooth enough the celebrated maximum principle(see Pontriagin and others[16 <q(t) ,f (x(t),u(t))> = max <q(t) ,f(z(t),u)> U E U -* vhere u is the corresponding control, (z(t) ,P(t))] denotes the transpose of the Jacobian matrix of f vith respect to x at (z(t) ,u(t)) , and g' is the derivative of g .
To study the necessary conditions in a more general case we have to consider the set valued map F : Rn 2 Rn defined by :
and the associated differential inclusion
Under some measurability assumptions on f and U it can be shown that the solutions to (0.1) and (0.1)' coincide.
This approach to optimal control problem was firstly proposed by Wazewski in [21 ] who was followed by many authors. In this paper we use such a generalization, called the asymptotic differential * DF(x,y) and asymptotic co-differential DF(x,y) of F at (x,y) Q graph(F) .
We consider also the related notion of asymptotic gradient 8 g of a real valued a function g .
The necessary conditions then take the following form :
There exists an absolutely continuous function q : [ 0,1] -+ Rn satisfying the following conditions :
The outline of the paper is as follows. We devote the first section to some background definitions which we shall use. We state in section 2 the main theorem concerning the necessary conditions satisfied by an optimal solution to a differential inclusion problem. We show also how this problem can be embedded in (ii) For all sequence hn > 0 converging to zero there exists a sequence v E E converging to v such that x + hn v E K n n for all n .
In the study of some nonsmooth problems we are often led to deal with convex tangent cones. We define one of them.
( 1.3) Definition. The asymptotic tangent cone to a subset K at x E K is given by
We now define the differential and co-differential of a set valued map F from E to a Banach space E l .
(1.4) Definition. The asymptotic differential of F at (x,y) E graph(F) is
The asymptotic co-differential of F at (x,y) € graph(F) is the set valued map
another characterization of DF(X,~)* . Let * us only mention that q E F(x,y) (p) means that (q,-p) is contained in the negative polar cone to graph (F) (x,y) , the asymptotic normal cone to graph@)
at (x,y) .
(1.6) Definition. The subset is called the asymptotic gradient of g at x .
In the case when g is regularly GBteaux differentiable, i.e. it has the GBteaux derivative gl(x) E E* and for all u E E we have a a g w = (gl (XI I
There is also another way to introduce aag(x).
h + O+ ul+ u h and m
The function i+g(x) : E + R U (+=I is called the asymptotic derivative and enjoys the following nice properties
2 . The differential inclusion problem.
Let F : Rn =Rn be a set valued map and, let cp : Rn + R be a Lipschitzean function, g : Rn x R n + R U {+-I . We denote by S the set of all solutions to the differential inclusion For a function z E S the contingent cone to S at z . i s given by
for some sequence h > 0 converging n to zero there exists a sequence w E S such that n z + h n w n E S , lim w = w ) n n -t m Assume z E S solves the following problem
In order to characterize z we assume the following surjectivity hypothesis (HI For some p > 1 and all u,e E L ' there exists a solution w E W' '~(0,l) to the "linearized"problem (ii) ; ( t ) E ~F(z(t), k(t)) (w(t)+u(t))+e(t) a.e. and (iii) if u = e = 0 then every w satisfying (i), (ii) belongs to TS(z) .
Remark. The last part of the above hypothesis holds in particular when there exists a constant C and functions xk E S such that for all k > 1 and therefore w E TS (z) . Proof. We first reduce the above problem to an abstract optimization problem which has many other applications. The reduction is done in two steps. Set E = L~(o,I; Rn) , W = w1'~(0,l; Rn) , T = R n x R n , y(w) = (w(O),w(l)) , LW = ; for all w E w .
Step 1. We claim first that if ; ( t ) E DF(z(t),z(t)) (w(t))
Indeed by (H) there exist sequences hn > O and wn E W converging to zero and w respectively such that z + h w E S . Since z is a minimiser we have n n
and therefore using Lipschitzeanity of f we obtain
Step 2. Let F : E + E be defined by F(x) = Cy E E : y(t) E F(x(t)) a.e.1 .
Thus z solves the following problem minimize {f(x)+g(yx)
Consider the closed convex cone
Using the measurable selection theorems (see for example [20 . (See [ 1 1 1 for the details of the proof). Let Cbe the negative polar to C . We claim that if a function q E w"~*(o, 1 ; R") satisfies the following inclusions then q satisfies also all reauirement of Theorem. This can be directly proved using a contradiction argument (see [ 1 1 I ) .
Thus to achieve the proof we have only to verify the existence of q E W' '-(o, lan) as above. This will be done in the next section where an abstract problem is treated. The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from the following Lemmas. . * * * *
Proof. Let an = 1 an + y a : + i rn -L qn , where an E a,n(O> , a : E aa$(0) , (rn,-q,)E C-, n=l,2,. . . . Assume lim a = a in W* . We claim that n n -t m {(ansrn,-qn) In is bounded. This will be proved if we show that for all (u,v,e) E H x H x E Let w be such that Lw E G(w+u) + e , w E Dom(.rr) , yw E Dam ($) . Then e = Lw -y , where (w+u,y) E C . Therefore <an,v> + <rn,u> + <qn,e> = <an,v> + <rn,u> + * <L qn,w> -<qn,y> --<an,v+w> + <a1 ,111) + <(rn,-q,), (u+w,y)> -<a ,w> C n n n(v+w) + $(yw) - <a ,w> and (3.3) follows. Thus by reflexivity we may assume that n * * * (an,rn,qn) A (a,r,q) -B q = a l * * * * * * *
and by Green formula a + r = y B q + L q = L q -y a ' , a + y a 1 = L q -r .
*
Thus if Lw E G(w) we have n(w) + $(yw) 2 <a,w> + <a' ,yw> = <a+y a' ,w> = * = <L q-r,w> = -<(r,-q),(w,Lw)> 2 0 , which proves ( 1 ) and achieves the proof of Lemma 3.4.
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed.
Let U be a compact subset in Rn , A be :n .x n matrix, B be n x m matrix and let two lipschitzean functions ~p : Rn+ R , g : Rn x Rn + R be given.
Consider the following problem : 
